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Abstract. Shared evaluation of multiple user requests is an utmost priority for stream processing engines in order to achieve high throughput
and provide timely results. Given that most continuous queries specify
windowing constraints, we suggest a multi-level scheme for concurrent
evaluation of time-based sliding windows seeking for potential subsumptions among them. As requests may be registered or suspended dynamically, we develop a technique for choosing the most suitable embedding
of a given window into a group composed of multi-grained time frames
already employed for other queries. Intuitively, the proposed methodology ”clusters” windowed operators into common hierarchical constructs,
thus drastically reducing the need for their separate evaluation. Our empirical study confirms that such a scheme achieves dramatic memory
savings with almost negligible maintenance cost.

1

Introduction

Continuous query execution has emerged over the last decade as a novel paradigm for processing transient, fluctuating and possibly unbounded data streams
[3]. Such information is surging in many modern applications, like telecom fraud
detection, financial tickers or traffic monitoring; what’s more, data must be used
to offer real-time response to numerous user requests that remain active for
long. To cope with such pressing requirements and avoid dealing with the entire
stream history, most processing engines opt for evaluation policies that only examine finite windows of memory-resident data. Windows are declared along with
the submitted queries and get repeatedly refreshed with the most recent stream
items, so as to provide timely, incremental results [13]. Typically, users specify
sliding windows, expressing interest in recent periods (e.g., items received during past hour) or a fixed tuple count each time (e.g., 1000 fresh items). Through
properties inherent in the data, like ordering by arrival time or sequential numbers, windows can actually restrict the amount of inspected information.
But in presence of multiple requests, it is most likely that similarities exist
among various windowing constraints. Several window expressions may involve
overlapping –if not identical– stream portions: one user may be interested in data
over the past hour, whereas another may focus on those of the last quarter only.

Given that most requests are long-running, this key remark opens up a new
prospect for multi-query optimization [12]. Discovering commonalities among
windows offers a sound basis for their collective handling with significant benefits
to sharing system resources [2], particularly memory space for retaining stream
tuples and processing overhead for aggregates or joins over similar windows.
In this work, we set out to detect opportunities for shared evaluation among
time-based sliding windows. We introduce a subsumption criterion determining
whether a pair of such windows have similar properties that enable their common
maintenance. To put it simply, a window should not be subsumed under another
even if their time horizons overlap, unless their refresh frequencies match as well.
We develop a method that embeds windows into jointly evaluated groups, heuristically choosing the ”best-fitting” candidate. In order to inspect each stream tuple only once per group, we exploit multi-granular window semantics and adjust
a hierarchical structure we proposed in [10], distantly reminiscent of the wellknown ”matryoshkas”, the Russian nesting dolls. Not only can this scheme cope
with a fixed window collection, but also with arbitrarily registered or suspended
windowed queries, as it actually occurs in a streaming context. Embedded windows can be also used to efficiently evaluate costly operations, like computation
of scalar aggregates (SUM, MAX, etc.) or discovery of distinct stream items.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach to subsumption of
multiple sliding windows over data streams with the following contributions:
– We identify potential embeddings from a mixture of sliding windows with
diverse specifications and dynamically allocate them into similar groups.
– We propose a framework for efficient maintenance and smooth updating of
embedded windows, substantially reducing memory consumption.
– We further investigate its advantages on continuous execution of typical
operators like aggregation, duplicate elimination and join.
– We empirically demonstrate that this scheme is robust against varying query
workloads and scalable with massive volumes of streaming data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we survey
fundamental concepts and related work on window specification and evaluation.
In Section 3, we develop a framework for dynamically subsuming windows into
groups. Section 4 discusses shared evaluation against multiple nested windows.
Experimental results are reported in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

Background and Related Work
Window-based Stream Processing

A crucial difference between stream items and relational tuples is that ordering
must be established among such interminably flowing data. A timestamp value
is usually assigned to each streaming item, either at its source (e.g., when sensors issue their readings) or upon admission to the processing engine. Typically,
timestamps are drawn from a common Time Domain T, i.e., an infinite set of

Fig. 1. A time-based sliding window.

Fig. 2. Composing sliced windows.

discrete instants τ with a total order ≤. In effect, a data stream S is an ordered
sequence of items hs, τ i, where s is a relational tuple with a fixed schema and τ
its associated timestamp value [11]. Yet, a problem persists: processing must be
carried out in online and incremental fashion, preferably in main memory. Since
system resources could hardly sustain the rising volume of accumulating items,
it turns out that the amount of data probed each time should be restricted.
Among other suggestions like punctuations [14] or synopses [3], it is windowing that prevails as the most suitable means of bounding data streams in query
execution. Acting as a Stream-to-Relation operator [1], a window W repetitively
provides a temporary relation by filtering stream S with specific constraints on a
designated windowing attribute [9]. At any time τi ∈ T, this transient relation is
the current window state W (S(τi )) consisting of a finite portion of stream items
that qualify to constraints, most usually based on timestamps (refer to [11] for
a complete taxonomy). Indeed, time-based sliding windows are indispensable to
stream computing [7], since the primary concern is on recently received data.
The scope of such a window W is ruled by the following parameters [11] :
– A temporal range spanning ω units backwards from current time τc . Only
data items with timestamps t ∈ (τc − ω, τc ] qualify for actual state of W .
– A sliding step of β time units controls transition to the next state, i.e., how
frequently to check for qualifying stream items. Upon sliding, fresh tuples
are being accepted into the new state of W at the expense of expiring items
discarded from the rear (i.e., remotest) bound of the window.
– Initiation time τ0 ∈ T denotes when W was firstly applied against the stream.
Typically, a time-based sliding window W hω, βi can be declared in CQL [1]
with a clause like [RANGE ω SLIDE β]. Figure 1 illustrates two successive states
of a window W that ranges over ω = 8 time units and slides every β = 2 units,
assuming that at most ρ = 2 items of stream S arrive per minute. Since ω > β,
overlaps (i.e., common tuples) may occur between successive states.
2.2

Sharing Window State and Computation

Windows are inherent in continuous queries, but they are mostly useful for unblocking operators in query execution plans. Problematic operators [14] that
must be coupled with windows include joins (since each fresh item cannot be
probed against the entire stream history) and aggregates (otherwise not a single
result could be emitted unless the stream were exhausted).

Strategies for effective scheduling of multiple windowed joins [6] start execution either from the smallest window range or the largest one and accordingly
exploit their results for the rest. Still, the focus was on prioritizing tuples that
would serve the maximum number of pending queries, ignoring the effect of
sliding steps on restructuring window states. Schedule synchronization among
multiple aggregation queries with different sliding windows was explored in [5].
To amortize computation cost, they allowed reevaluation of some queries more
often (i.e., before their slide occurs) so as to take advantage of aggregates just
computed for other windows. However, this approach alters the usual semantics
of slide β as a fixed progression step [11], essentially redefining it as an upper
bound of the interval between two successive query reevaluations.
Resource sharing among sliding windows has been examined mostly for aggregates. As first shown in [2], indexing of partial aggregates over intervals at
multiple resolutions enables the result to be suitably composed from a union of
varying-size intervals. In [9], subdivision of a window state into equal-sized slices
and performing aggregation on such fundamental ”panes” was proposed. Given
a window W hω, βi, the size of each pane is the greatest common divisor (gcd)
of ω and β, so W is sliced uniformly into ω/gcd(ω, β) disjoint panes. Partial
aggregates are calculated only once per pane, and then ”rolled up” to provide
the final result. Nonetheless, each window is handled in isolation, determining
the size and number of its panes irrespectively of other similar specifications.
Towards sharing state among multiple windows, the ”paired” approach for
streamed aggregation [8] suggests that a window can be split into unequal parts
and perform faster than a uniformly sliced one. Aggregates over a time-based
W hω, βi comprise partial results obtained from a series of disjoint extents of
alternating sizes s2 = ω mod β and s1 = β −s2 . Intuitively, tuples in any extent
s2 qualify for two consecutive window states, so there is no need to recalculate
algebraic or distributive aggregates for interval s2 . Further, such paired windows
from multiple queries can be composed into a single window, sliced appropriately
as a vector with many edges at a common period. In order to fit all participating
scopes, this period is set to the least common multiple (lcm) of their sliding steps
β. As shown in Fig. 2, to allow for windows with diverse sliding steps, their slice
vectors are stretched, simply repeating themselves (twice for W1 , thrice for W2 )
until they all obtain the same period (lcm = 12). Results are emitted on-thefly, but this state-of-the-art algorithm is specifically tailored for aggregates only,
hence ineffective for generic windowed operations (e.g., joins or distinct items).
2.3

Multi-granular Windowing

In [10] we introduced a multi-level sliding window W that specifies a set of time
frames at diverse user-defined granularities and then concurrently evaluates a
single continuous query over several stream slices of varying size. Subwindow
Wk at level k has its own time horizon ωk and refresh frequency βk ; it ranges
in (tk , τc ], yet nested under the widest Wn−1 , as exemplified in Fig. 3 for n = 3
levels. A hierarchy of n subsumed frames is created when βk−1 ≤ βk and ωk−1 <
ωk , for each level k = 1, . . . , n − 1. For smooth transition between successive

Fig. 3. State of a 3-level sliding window.

Fig. 4. Stairwise processing scheme.

states at any Wk , it holds that ωk = µk · βk for µk ∈ N∗ , so a frame at level k
consists of a fixed number of primary blocks (granules) of size βk units each.
Beyond semantics, such a hierarchical scheme can be maintained consistently
and incrementally. Normally, each subwindow Wk subsumes others in lower levels, so it could suffice to retain in a queue gk only those delta tuples in interval
(tk , tk−1 ] not covered by subordinating window frames. But since each level prescribes its own slide βk , nested subwindows may not be always aligned with
current time τc , hence not concurrently refreshed. Thus, each queue gk must
be combined with an auxiliary one δk to buffer items expiring from the preceding subwindow at level k − 1. This ”stairwise” scheme (Fig. 4) of alternating
”buffer” δk and ”core” queues gk can seamlessly maintain the overall window
state without loss of tuples in transit between successive levels. Moreover, it can
also answer advanced continuous requests (like multi-grained aggregates, online
regression, and recurring stream items) across multiple time horizons [10].
Next, we attempt to generalize this framework and achieve nesting of individual single-level sliding windows into judiciously chosen multi-level constructs
with considerable resource savings in memory space and processing overhead.

3
3.1

A Multi-Subsumption Framework for Sliding Windows
Problem Specification

Let a pool of n sliding windows W = {hωk , βk i, k = 1..n} currently specified
against a data stream S. Given that various continuous queries are active at any
time, their window states may actually overlap; thus, a stream tuple s can qualify
for multiple windows, depending on their exact scope. Users may register new
requests or revoke existing ones, so pool W gets dynamically modified. Without
loss of generality, we assume that window initiation τ0 occurs at fixed clock ticks
(e.g., minutes), as a means of synchronization among diverse scopes.
We further assume that every window from W is associated to the same
operator. In other words, all windows are used for computing the same aggregate
(like SUM or MAX) or duplicate elimination or join, but not a mixture of operations.
This may look like a too tight constraint in terms of window state maintenance;
diverse operators may specify identical windows, so why not handle a single state
for all of them? Similarly to [2, 5, 8], we aim to use windows’ contents to perform
calculations on them and not just retain their qualifying tuples, so the adjoined
operator definitely matters as it dictates completely different computation.

Fig. 5. Windows with different progression.

Fig. 6. Subsumable sliding windows.

Our objective is to find a grouping G = {g1 , g2 , . . . } where each window from
W is assigned into a single group gi . Each group gi gathers together specifications
with similar parametrization (ω, β), enabling their insertion one after the other
into a common structure that could jointly retain their states and also provide
incremental output to the associated operator. Inevitably, queries with distinct
windowing parameters must be evaluated separately. Our key idea is subsumption
of smaller scopes into broader ones, provided that such a nesting remains intact
with time and always fits all participating windows. Formally:
Definition 1. A sliding window Wi hωi , βi i is subsumable under another one
Wj hωj , βj i if and only if mod(βj , βi ) = 0 and ωj ≥ ωi . We denote that Wi v Wj .
Likewise, windows are subsumable into a group if a pairwise symmetric shift
of their frames holds; then, no qualifying tuples can ever be missed for any window state and consistent results are issued by the respective operator. Subsuming
multiple windows with arbitrary specifications is an intricate issue, primarily because each window is allowed to slide forward at its own pace. As exemplified in
Fig. 5, even if windows W1 , W2 share state at time τ , it is difficult to coordinate
their common tuples in the future as frames get refreshed at varying frequencies. Next, we introduce a heuristic, advocating that windows with similar sliding
steps should be grouped together as a sequence ordered by range values ω.
3.2

Identifying Suitable Embeddings Among Sliding Windows

A simple approach to subsumption would attempt to classify windows by their
sliding steps. Windows with identical slide βk and overlapping ranges ω could be
combined into a single queue qk with a common head (i.e., most recent stream
item) but multiple tails, one for each participating frame. Due to their common
step βk , all queue demarcators (head and tails) slide always in tandem. This
scheme creates as many queues as the distinct sliding steps found in the current
window pool. Yet, each window still maintains a detached state of qualifying
items, which are not reused by other frames in the same group. As an amendment, the unified queue could keep account of delta substates only [10], so that
narrower ranges readily provide their tuples to successively wider scopes.
Even so, such a policy misses certain nesting opportunities that can lead to
much less and more compact groups. As implied from Definition 1, not necessarily all frames in a group gi obey the same slide βi . Therefore, we may even

Fig. 7. Graph partitioning for sequences of subsumable windows.

allow a window with βk = λk · βi , λk ∈ N∗ , i.e., progressing at a multiple of
the base slide βi , provided that its range ωk can be embedded among existing
ones without breaking the sequence. Referring to the example in Fig. 6, suppose
that we want to compute the SUM over each window. Apparently, we can first
respond to the smallest W1 and then readily exploit this partial result for W3 ,
since both windows slide together every two time units. As for W2 , there is no
need for recalculation, as its aggregate is exactly the one given for W3 ; the only
difference is that it is emitted less frequently (every fourth timestamp).
To identify subsumable windows and then coordinate their evaluation, we
introduce a Window Manager that accepts submitted windows and allocates
them into suitable groups. We presently examine a fixed pool W of windows,
deferring discussion about dynamic changes at window specifications to Section
3.3. Intuitively, if we plot window scopes in a (ω, β) axis system (Fig. 7), we
can simulate recognition of commonalities with a vertical sweepline that moves
rightwards and stops at each ω position. Each scope hωk , βk i is compared to
those already assigned into groups with equal or aliquot slides. By virtue of the
sweep, only the last window in each candidate group g needs checking; if its range
exceeds ωk , then subsumption to group g is ruled out. Otherwise, hωk , βk i can
be inserted as the last window in that group. If all candidate groups have been
probed without success, then window hωk , βk i starts out a new group. This task
resembles to topological sorting, as it creates a partitioned graph with distinct
sequences of nodes that represent subsumable scopes. Each resulting subgraph
enumerates windows that can be evaluated together in the same multi-level
construct. Nodes in each group g can be either characterized as:
(i) Seeds represent rudimentary window scopes at every β-level that cannot fit
in any other existing group. Apparently, windows Wi with a prime slide βi
can become seeds of a group, such as nodes d, r and b illustrated in Fig. 7.
(ii) Enclosing is a window that fully subsumes an already visited scope in group
g, because it has a greater range and the same or a multiple sliding step.
Hence, a series of enclosing windows can share partial states with no missing
tuples when sliding takes place. As shown in Fig. 7, window e can be partially
served by the state of f , as it moves forward by a double step; upon sliding, e

owes its most fresh items to all subordinating frames, whereas also accepting
expired tuples in transit from f (as explained in Section 2.3).
(iii) Piggybacked windows have identical temporal range with their preceding
node, but slide forward less frequently. As depicted in Fig. 7, window u
has the same range as d, but moves at a double pace. Since they share states
every other step, we may entirely collapse u and instruct d to periodically
provide its state to u. This kind of piggybacking comes at no extra cost;
we simply annotate the edge connecting such equal-range windows with the
quotient q ∈ N∗ of their respective sliding steps. So, the edge from d to u is
marked with q = βu /βd = 2, to indicate how frequently (at q −1 ) the result
computed for d should be propagated to its piggybacked u as well.
The core functionality of the proposed Window Manager is outlined in Algorithm 1. More concretely, process SubsumeWindows partitions the given pool
W into groups following a policy of progressive ”expansion”: it first attempts to
allocate smaller scopes before continuing with wider ones. So, it starts by collecting non-assigned windows in a priority queue H ordered by ascending range
ω and, in case of ties, by slide β as well (Line 4). Then, it iterates through each
remaining scope from H, first attempting to append it into an existing group
(Lines 9-13). The visiting order of candidate groups is guided by descending β of
their seed nodes (Line 7), while only the lastly inserted window should be probed
for each group (Lines 10-11) thanks to the implicit ordering of window inspection. If subsumption fails, then a new sequence is created, having the examined
scope as a seed (Line 14). When called, function canEmbed checks whether window hωi , βi i can either be piggybacked on another hωj , βj i already assigned into
group g (Lines 19-22) or fully subsume the latter (Lines 23-26). In both cases,
the examined sliding step βi should be equal or integer multiple of the compared
one βj (Line 18), otherwise no embedding is possible.
Concerning query evaluation, as soon as each group gets finalized, a corresponding stairwise scheme (Fig. 4) is dedicated to keep account of states for
all its members. Seed scopes form the bottommost stairs of the multi-granular
scheme built for each new group, while only delta substates are maintained for
upper levels that represent enclosing windows. Piggybacked windows are not materialized, but are represented only implicitly according to annotations specified
for other embedded scopes. Note that we relax construction features from [10],
allowing many successive stairs with the same slide step. For the setting in Fig.
7, windows b, h and f will be placed in consecutive stairs. But since all three
proceed in tandem, there is no need for intermediate ’buffer’ queues, so items
expiring from b are immediately transferred to the substate of h and so on.
Overall, a given window is actually assigned to a suitable group depending
on already identified seeds and the current arrangement of inspected windows.
Multiple seeds could appear with the same β, though. Indeed, if the seed node
of a sequence got nested within scopes of a wider slide step, then a new group
should be created for the examined window, which becomes a seed itself. As
exemplified in Fig. 7, when window zh32, 4i is submitted, it is turned into a
seed, since it cannot get along jointly with a preceding scope like vh24, 8i.

Algorithm 1

Window Manager

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

Procedure SubsumeWindows
Input: A collection of sliding windows W = {hωk , βk i, k = 1..n}.
Output: A grouping G = {g1 , g2 , ...}; each window assigned into a single group gi .
H ← a priority queue of windows from W, arranged by increasing scope hω, βi.
while H is not empty do
hωk , βk i ← H.pop();
//Currently examined window
C ← {g ∈ G: mod(βk , g.β) = 0}; //Candidate groups ordered by descending β
nested ← false;
repeat
g ← group of C with the next greater base slide β;
hωm , βm i ← last window Wm (i.e., currently the broader) inserted into g;
nested ← canEmbed(g, hωk , βk i, hωm , βm i);
//Subsumable into group g?
until nested or C is exhausted;
if not nested then Append into G a new g ← {hωk , βk i}; //Seed of new group
end while
End Procedure

17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

Function canEmbed (group g, window hωi , βi i, window hωj , βj i)
if mod(βi , βj ) = 0 then
if ωi = ωj then
Collapse hωi , βi i ;
//Piggyback window Wi on existing one Wj
Annotate hωj , βj i with q = βi /βj ;
return true;
else if ωi > ωj then
g ← g ∪ {hωi , βi i};
//Subsume window Wj under newly inserted Wi
return true;
end if
end if
return false;
End Function

30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:

Function embedWindow (window hωk , βk i)
nested ← false;
for each group g ∈ G ∧ (mod(βk , g.β) = 0 ∨ mod(g.β, βk ) = 0) by descending β do
hωm , βm i ← first window Wm having ωm > ωk when traversing members of g;
if hωm , βm i = nil then
hωm , βm i ← broader window Wm inserted into g;
nested ← canEmbed(g, hωk , βk i, hωm , βm i); //Insert Wk as last in group g
else if mod(βm , βk ) = 0 then
nested ← canEmbed(g, hωm , βm i, hωk , βk i); //Subsume Wk under existing Wm
else if mod(βk , βm ) = 0 then
nested ← canEmbed(g, hωk , βk i, hωm , βm i); //Subsume existing Wm under Wk
end if
if nested then break;
end for
if not nested then Append into G a new g ← {hωk , βk i}; //Seed of new group
return g;
End Function

3.3

Embedding Windows at Runtime

In practice, as user requests dynamically join in or leave the system, so do their
window specifications with respect to pool W. So, the initially derived graph
partitioning G is subject to changes and existing groups could be rearranged.
We employ a runtime policy that allows ”on-the-fly” embedding and suspension
of window specifications, thus avoiding recalculation of G from scratch.
Function embedWindow (Algorithm 1) outlines treatment of a newly submitted window Wk . Not all existing groups should be checked for possible subsumption, but only those with seeds of either multiple or aliquot sliding step
(Line 32). Candidate groups are deliberately visited in a descending order of
their base slides as dictated by the ”expansion” nature of the heuristic, such
that the substate of Wk would get the most out of already retained ones. When
examining a candidate group, its member window Wm with the least, but still
greater range than ωk is identified. This Wm denotes the ideal place where Wk
could potentially fit with the minimal distortion at the existing sequence. If such
window Wm is not found, then it is worth trying to append Wk as the last in that
candidate group and check if it can successfully subsume all its current members (Lines 34-36). In case that window Wm is found, the question whether to
attempt embedding Wk before (Lines 37-38) or after Wm (Lines 39-40) depends
on a simple comparison between their respective sliding steps. Of course, if all
candidate groups have been inspected without success, then Wk becomes the
seed of a new group (Line 44). For example, if a new window kh21, 3i appears
in the setting depicted in Fig. 7, it can be easily placed between existing nodes
p and y in full conformance with the subsumption criteria.
Revoking an active window is much simpler, as it stipulates its withdrawal
from the group where it was initially allocated. Suspending piggybacked nodes
incurs nothing but erasing annotations. Removal of an enclosing node is also easy
to handle, since its delta substate is delegated to the next node in the sequence.
In case its removal leaves orphan piggybacked nodes, the one with the smallest
slide becomes its replacement in the sequence. Finally, new seed nodes may be
appointed. In Fig. 7, if d gets suspended, node u takes over as the new seed at
a base slide of β = 4 units with no further repercussions on that group.

4

Shared Evaluation over Subsumed Windows

Admittedly, this subsumption framework is limited to requests specifying exactly the same operation over windows, as pointed out in Section 3.1. But with
hundreds or thousands of continuous queries, chances are mounting that both
operators and windows actually match. So, we can first distinguish windowed
queries into collections according to their prescribed operation, and then initiate a separate window manager for each collection. Next, we outline how the
proposed stairwise scheme facilitates shared execution of costly operations inextricably liaised to sliding windows. In all cases, the underlying principle is to
avoid duplication in computations and reduce update cost for greater scopes,
benefiting from intermediate results available from subsumed ones.

Fig. 8. Shifting partial SUM aggregates.

Fig. 9. ”Phantom” duplicate items.

Aggregation. As we suggested in [10], the multi-level stairwise structure supports efficient calculation of typical scalar aggregates (MIN, MAX, SUM, COUNT and
AVG) by taking advantage of incrementally computed, fine-grained partial results.
In brief, each level k retains a fixed number of sub-aggregates, each one derived
over βk time units (i.e., the granularity of the respective level). No wonder that
such a scheme seems ideal to handle shared aggregates among subsumed windows, practically without any modification. When subwindow Wk slides forward
(Fig. 8), it accepts a new sub-aggregate over items spanning βk units from its
lower level k − 1 or the raw stream. Then, a similar sub-aggregate expires and is
temporarily buffered waiting for Wk+1 to slide; when this occurs, a corresponding
sub-aggregate shifts to level k + 1 discarding buffered values. Favorably to total
execution cost, the number of partial aggregates is expected to shrink toward
higher levels, as greater sliding steps translate to less and coarser granules.
Duplicate elimination. This operator [11] reports distinct items within the
current state of a sliding window W . When it comes for multiple windows nested
in each other, it suits better to keep the most recent appearance of a distinct item,
replacing the previous one with the same attribute value(s). As illustrated in Fig.
9, such an ”eager” policy possibly causes frequent short-term replacements and
thus incurs additional overhead for the bottommost window W0 . Had a distinct
item been parsimoniously retained until its expiration from W0 , this extra cost
could have been avoided. Yet, we prefer retaining the most recent distinct items
for W0 , as it pays off in upper levels of the hierarchy. Indeed, only distinct
items expiring from W0 with no substitute (as such an item has not appeared
ever since) should be propagated to the upper level representing W1 . So, partial
results for W1 include older distinct items that sometime ceased to qualify for
W0 ; likewise, the same pattern repeats in all stairs.
Overall, a great deal of computation can be spared at every but the first
level. This seems affordable enough, because W0 is definitely the smallest in
range and slides forward more frequently. Besides, each subsequent level is only
responsible for distinct elements in the time interval not covered by its subordinate windows. However, sets of distinct items in any two successive levels may
not be always disjoint, as depicted in Fig. 9. Value 3 was distinct in level k = 0
but expired at time τ with no substitute; so, this 3 migrated to the subset of
distinct items kept for k = 1 and replaced its elder appearance there. At time
τ 0 , a fresh value 3 arrives and qualifies as distinct for W0 . Item 3 has then a

duplicate for W1 and all its enclosing windows W2 , W3 , . . . We opt for lazy elimination of such ”phantom” items later on, as it is worth tolerating them and
avoid reinspection of enclosing frames upon every tuple arrival. When reporting,
enumeration of distinct items starts always from the bottommost level, so any
remaining duplicates encountered upwards can be removed with negligible cost.
Join. A join operation between two sliding windows emits a result as soon as a
newly arrived item in either stream matches a tuple contained in the opposite
window state. Join is a stateful operator in streams [14], so each window must
retain all its qualifying tuples. But joined results must be canceled as soon as
one of their constituent tuples gets evicted from the window it belongs to. Since
sliding window joins are weak non-monotonic [4, 11], it suffices to attach suitable
expiration timestamps to all emitted results, hence delimiting their validity.
This policy can be also adapted for subsumable windows, provided that we
deal with joins of common signatures, i.e., involving the same pair of input
streams and specifying the same join predicates [6]. This condition guarantees
that joined items produced from common execution are meaningful and were
actually requested from users. In terms of actual evaluation, each incoming tuple s must be probed only once against the group of n windows specified over
the opposite stream. Search for potential matches starts from the bottommost
window (i.e. the seed of the group) and continues upwards to wider scopes inspecting state items in descending chronological order. As soon as a matching
tuple s0 is found, say at level k, then a total of n − k joined results hs, s0 i are
issued; remember that a tuple s0 retained at the substate of Wk also belongs
to Wk+1 , . . . , Wn−1 (Fig. 3). Therefore, each result is emitted with a suitable
expiration timestamp that depends on the range of the corresponding windows
and the actual timestamps of its constituent tuples.

5

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we report indicative results from an empirical validation of the
proposed multi-subsumption framework for a mixture of query workloads applied
against varying stream arrival rates.
Experimental setup. We distinguish three classes of window specifications
on the basis of their maximum sliding step. In detail, smooth windows stipulate
small slides of β ≤ 10 timestamps, medium windows have β ≤ 20 units, whereas
abrupt windows may move forward by β ≤ 30 time units. For all scopes, range ω
fluctuates up to a limit of 60 timestamps, but always β < ω to imitate genuine
sliding behavior. According to these rules, we artificially generate four query
workloads for each class; these workloads respectively contain 1000, 2000, 5000,
and 10 000 window specifications. Simulations at stream rates up to ρ = 100 000
tuples/sec were performed against a real dataset? tracing wide-area TCP connections with the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Algorithms were implemented
?

available at http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/LBL-CONN-7.html
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in C++ and simulated on an Intel Xeon 2.13GHz CPU running GNU/Linux
with 12GB of main memory. Results are averages of actual measurements per
timestamp over complete (i.e., not ”half-filled”) windows.
Experimental results. The first set of experiments demonstrates the strong
subsumption capabilities of the proposed framework. As shown in Fig. 10, the
number of resulting groups depends on the actual window specifications, and on
the variance of their sliding steps β in particular. Just a handful of groups are
maintained in any setting, whereas the total overhead for their effective allocation is practically negligible, even for increasing number of windowed queries.
But the real benefit of window subsumption lies with the tremendous resource
savings it offers. Figure 11 illustrates the accumulated memory footprint of all
window states for the medium class. Subsumption reduces memory utilization
by orders of magnitude (mind the log scale!); space cost remains practically stable no matter the number of windows, because only delta substates are retained
within the multi-level structure. In practice, the space consumption of a stairwise
scheme is equivalent to that of its widest scope at the top level (if considered in
isolation), plus the cost for buffer queues that hold transitional tuples expiring
from each level. In contrast, a conventional approach is much more costly, since
each window state is maintained in isolation. As Fig. 11 verifies, memory consumption grows linearly with increasing query workloads, clearly demonstrating
the inefficiency of non-shared maintenance for sliding windows.
In the interest of space, we discuss results concerning evaluation cost only
for the case of stream aggregation, varying the actual stream arrival rate (in
tuples/sec). Specifically, we calculate SUM values for all three classes of sliding
windows, each with 10 000 varying specifications. As plotted in Fig. 12, computation time per timestamp is small for aggregates over numerous subsumed
windows and escalates almost linearly with the stream rate. Not surprisingly,
the cost reflects the variance of slides; the larger the progression steps, the more
expensive the aggregation, as more sub-aggregates must be retained and propagated amongst levels. It appears that β is perhaps the most influential factor
in smooth reevaluation. Anyway, significant time savings must be attributed to
sharing computation across hierarchically organized substates. In most cases, it
takes less than 2 sec to provide all responses, a fact that clearly fulfills expectations for real-time answering to multiple long-running queries.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we introduce a framework that identifies opportunities for shared
processing among overlapping window states in data streaming applications. Our
proposed heuristic subsumes similar sliding window specifications and appropriately coordinates their joint reevaluation through multi-level groups, achieving
substantial memory savings and minimal maintenance overhead. We also delineate how to orchestrate fast execution of costly operations over windows, by
examining stream tuples only once per group.
In the future, we plan a thorough investigation of operations against nested
windows to get more insight on their properties and discover further optimizations. It would be interesting to analyze feasibility of near-optimal partitioning
of windows that could lead to a minimal number of groups. Resolving system
degradation when many queries get arbitrarily registered or suspended is also a
challenging task. To avert potential miscasts to groups, perhaps a scoring approach could be employed to gauge suitability among alternative subsumptions.
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